
RANSOMWARE CAN BE PREVENTED



Every 40 seconds another company is hit by ransomware. When you 

hear the word ransom, you are probably imagining magazine letter 

clippings in a note, much like the Joker from Batman. Unfortunately, 

ransomware attacks are less action-packed and more maliciously 

debilitating than what you see in the movies. The destructive potential 

of ransomware is making headway to a PC or mobile device near you.

Ransomware is now a commonly used tool, typically carried out using 

Trojans disguised as legitimate files, where users are bamboozled into 

downloading or opening a file. In the case of WannaCry and NotPetya 

infections, a worm was used between computers without the user 

directly opening a malicious file. 

Despite what you might think, you can protect yourself from being 

infected by ransomware. Being a victim is optional, not predetermined. 

Despite its destructive potential, you can still prevent an infection with 

Anti-Ransomware solutions.
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OVERVIEW 
Ransomware is a vicious type of malware that feels personal. It’s equivalent to someone 

breaking into your home and stealing your computer. When someone becomes infected, 

they become paralyzed and unable to access any of their data. Often, a person unknowingly 

or inadvertently opens a malicious file. Many times this is done through social engineering, 

a deceptive tactic used to trick individuals into disclosing private credentials in order to 

secretly install malicious software and take control over your computer. 

This is what the hackers want, since the blind eye can’t detect ransomware. Within seconds 

of opening a malicious file, your computer becomes locked, backups removed and files 

encrypted. A pop-up appears on your screen with a diabolical message stating, “All your 

personal files are LOCKED!” 

Ransom is the name of the game when it comes to ransomware. Upon infection, a pop-up 

is launched demanding payment as part of the “ransom note.” The ransom must be paid 

through bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies which the attacker designates. This method has 

become wildly popular due to its untraceable and unregulated practices.  

Hackers who infect individuals with malware have only one objective: Distribute, Infect, and 
Collect The Ransom. This hostage situation isn’t new. Ransomware has been around for 

decades.

The first known ransomware attack was deployed in 1989. The very first known malware 

extortion was called the AIDS Trojan, aka PC Cyborg. This low-tech malware was distributed 

in over 20,000 floppy disks to AIDS researchers. It hid files on the drive and encrypted the file 

names, displaying a message to the user that their license to use a specific type of software 

had expired. As a ransom, the user was asked to pay $189 USD to receive a repair tool. 

The decryption tool was easily extracted directly from the code of the Trojan, rendering the 

malware flawed because it was not necessary to pay the extortionist.
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RANSOMWARE SURGING IN POPULARITY

Ransomware has recently been making headlines with massive attacks that caused global 

devastation, including Bad Rabbit, Cryptolocker, TelsaCrypt, WannaCry and NotPetya. 

Ransomware attacks have shown a 36% global increase in attacks from 2015 to 2016 and 

a ransom increase from an average of $294 in 2016 to $1,077 in 2016.¹ 

Ransomware comes in many destructive forms. 83% of people infected experience encryption 

ransomware which makes a victim’s files inaccessible. The other 10% are infected by non-

encrypting ransomware which only restricts access to data and files. A small 6% are infected 

by leakware or extortionware, which threatens the exfiltration of your sensitive data if a 

ransom isn’t paid.² 

Ransomware as an industry will only continue to surge in growth in 2018. In 2016’s first half, 

109 ransomware families were discovered, while in 2017’s first half, that number increased 

to 179. With new tactics, bigger players and higher ransoms at stake, ransomware will 

continue to flourish. The only way to be protected is by not letting the hackers win

. 
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1.  GETTING INFECTED IS EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK
Hackers are manipulative. The idea behind ransomware is to be detected, but not prevented. 

Small payloads with little to no command and control communication make it easy to infect 

and control targets. Victims will either receive an email, malicious link or a security exploit, 

which is delivered to create a backdoor on their computer through vulnerable software.

Cybercriminals can easily target individuals, businesses and organizations with a ransom 

demand that is financially feasible in order for the user to recover their data. The cybercriminals 

will usually provide a deadline to pay them within 72 hours via an anonymously encrypted 

bitcoin transaction and the ransom continues to increase as time passes. 

In order for the cybercriminals to make money, they rely on a high number of attacks for 

a profitable return on their investment. The victim will receive a decryption key once the 

ransom has been paid and receive access to their data. Once a ransom has been paid, you’re 

essentially marked as a valuable customer. They know if you paid once, you’ll pay again. In 

addition to the user being of high value, the cybercriminal also establishes legitimacy and 

authenticity.

The unique differentiation between ransomware versus old school crimes like credit card 

number and personal identifiable information theft is that the risk factor of getting caught 

is significantly lower. Cryptocurrencies make ransom transactions virtually untraceable. 

Because of this, everyone is susceptible to becoming a target of ransomware, since 

cybercriminals don’t discriminate. Even the most tech savvy or educated users can become 

victims. Ransomware can come in from almost any endpoint. There are several possibilities 

of infection vectors, including email attachments, social engineering, network propagation 

and propagation through shared services.

FIVE IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW  
ABOUT RANSOMWARE
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RANSOMWARE FOR SALE

Anyone can become a cybercriminal with the help of the Dark Web. Ransomware-as-a-
Service (RaaS) has recently become a gateway for many novice criminals to buy variants 

of ransomware. On a simple web-based control panel, hosted on the Dark Web, wannabe 

hackers can purchase RaaS to maliciously disseminate sophisticated attacks. Making the 

transaction is as simple as purchasing a regular SaaS online.

One of the most well-known RaaS packages to date is Cerber, an affiliate program for cyber 

criminals. The Dark Web ransomware supposedly comes from Russia and is transmitted 

via an email infected with malicious Microsoft Office documents. When a victim opens the 

mail, malware encrypts them with an RC4 and RSA algorithm, and then renames them with 

a .cerber extension. This particular ransomware leaves three separate ransom notes on 

your desktop and inside any folders that the malware has encrypted. As for the ransom, the 

payment demands range from hundreds to thousands of dollars.  

BOTTOM LINE
Everyone can be a target of ransomware and everyone is vulnerable.
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2.  YOUR ANTI-VIRUS SOLUTIONS AREN’T ENOUGH
79% of organizations say their current (signature based) Anti-Malware (virus) solution is not 

effective at protecting their organization from ransomware.³ Hackers are highly intelligent 

individuals who even know how to evade detection from some of the most advanced Anti-

Viruses. Typically, ransomware goes after files stored in your desktop and document folders. 

There’s a common misconception that if you use Anti-Virus solutions, you’re automatically 

protected from any type of malware. Unfortunately, the chances of ransomware sneaking 

past your Anti-Virus are extremely high. The way Anti-Viruses work is by looking for known 

signatures. Once a signature is recognized, the threat is blocked. Since Anti-Viruses can 

only detect known threats, it doesn’t protect you from new or disguised ransomware. Even 

on the off-chance that an Anti-Virus may have an update that can detect ransomware, it 

won’t recover your files. 

Anti-Virus solutions may not prevent ransomware from occurring, but they can be a highly 

efficient solution for preventing known attacks. Anti-Virus protects against a vast majority of 

malware attacks and should be implemented as part of your overall security plan.  

BOTTOM LINE
Anti-Virus solutions are necessary to protect you from malware and known signatures 
but not against ransomware.
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3.  BACKUP AS A LAST RESORT
There are dozens of articles being published on best practices to prevent ransomware. In 

theory, it would seem logical that maintaining a backup of your files would be an effective 

way to recover your data from ransomware. Many times when organizations run backups, 

they take shortcuts by not including all their files, not running them often enough, or never 

testing if their backups are working before it’s too late. Even worse, many organizations 

are putting their backups on network drives which can be easily encrypted by ransomware, 

rendering the file recovery process ineffective, and in turn repeatedly re-infecting files  

with ransomware. 

Another reason backups aren’t effective is due to a lack of understanding in creating a backup 

strategy. When a large company is hit with ransomware, the recovery process becomes too 

cumbersome with multiple data types, files and endpoints to recover. The burden of file 

recovery is too great. Companies who find themselves in this predicament will often just pay 

the ransom as a shortcut to immediate file recovery.

BOTTOM LINE
A conventional backup is always recommended, but it will not protect your from 
ransomware.
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4.  THE MULTILAYER PROTECTION APPROACH
In today’s world of cyber security, every piece of data is at risk for a potential malicious 

attack. Any of your digital assets can be vulnerable, including Identity (Social Security 

Number, passwords, etc.), Devices, Applications, and Data. Cybercriminals will maliciously 

compromise your devices and access your personal data for monetary gain, blackmail or 

fraud. Don’t give cyber criminals the opportunity to access this information. 

Prevention is the most effective form of protection, and using a multilayer approach will 

protect you before your data gets infected. Ransomware can be prevented before it reaches 

the point of evasion with different protection mechanisms. Attack vectors include web, 

mail, and endpoints. Known attacks can be prevented by IPS, Anti-Virus, Anti-Bots, Anti-

Spam and Anti-Phishing. Additionally, Unknown and Zero-Day Attacks can be prevented by 

Sandboxing, Content Disarm & Re-Construction, Anti-Virus, and Anti-Ransomware.

You always need to have something on the endpoint. You want to put protections not only 

on the gate, but the object itself. Things that will be missed in the network, you can catch 

on the object. A good multilayered security system has the ability to prevent cyberattacks 

on many different levels. To fill the gaps in security holes, every layer of your defense must 

be protected. Multiple endpoint protection layers not only reduce threats, but prevent them 

before they reach your Anti-Ransomware. A layered approach is great, but it won’t protect 

you from everything. This is when Anti-Ransomware comes to the rescue.

BOTTOM LINE
Multilayered protection reduces threats and provides an extra layer of protection against 
web, mail and endpoint attack vectors.
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5.  ANTI-RANSOMWARE SOLUTIONS EXIST
You don’t need to become another statistic in the growing number of ransomware attacks. 

While ransomware is on the rise, so are solutions to protect you against it: Anti-Ransomware. 

For an Anti-Ransomware solution to be effective, it must include three main features: 

1) Detection ability for suspicious behavior; 2) Attack prevention; 3) Remediation. When 

comparing the different solutions available on the market, you should base them on the 

following criteria: low impact, low false positive rate, detection ability, and remediation. 

Other factors to consider are the impact mode in terms of performance, which may be great 

in terms of security, but could make your PC run too slowly.

Not every type of Anti-Ransomware tool protects you 100% from all ransomware types. 

Most tools will protect against specific common types or will disinfect ransomware from 

an already infected computer. A great Anti-Ransomware tool will protect you against all 

types of ransomware attacks, not only blocking infections at first contact, but also quickly 

remediating their actions. Even if there was a successful infection that passed all layers of 

detection, Anti-Ransomware still has the capability to monitor the encryption process and 

remediate the encryption based on a local copy.

Anti-Virus isn’t the same as Anti-Ransomware protection. To dig a bit deeper, we highlighted 

different levels of protection from Anti-Virus versus Anti-Ransomware on the next page.
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Differentiations Anti-Virus Anti-Ransomware
Prevents access to malware infected websites X
Stops incoming known malicious files 
(email, USB, web) X

Identifies known malware signatures X
Zero-day protection from unknown ransomware X
Detection of ransomware attacks Partial X
Blocks malicious attempts to lock your PC X – Some X
Compatible with other anti-virus, firewall and  
PC security solutions X – All except AV X

Detection based on behavioral analysis X – Some X – Not all of them
Detects, blocks and restores encrypted files X
Forensic analysis X – Not all of them

Anti-Ransomware technology is crucial for organizations in order to stay one step ahead of 
attacks and their new variants. It not only enables businesses, organizations and individuals 
to operate without disruption, but keeps them safe from cyberattacks and the debilitating 

effects of data loss.

BOTTOM LINE
Protect yourself from ransomware before it gets in by investing in an Anti-Ransomware 
solution, which should be your last line of defense.
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CONCLUSION 
The inability to effectively counter ransomware attacks can cause significant losses and 

major disruptions to organizations. Implementing conventional best-practices and anti-

malware protections can defend against some well-known, older variants of ransomware. 

Unfortunately, the sophistication and ongoing evolution of modern ransomware means 

these strategies are not enough on their own to identify and block new, zero-day attacks. 

Check Point SandBlast Anti-Ransomware protects organizations from all types of 

ransomware attacks. Not only does it block infections at first contact, but it also quickly 

remediates their actions. SandBlast technology utilizes an advanced security engine and 

algorithms to automatically detect, block and remove the most sophisticated and evasive 

ransomware infections. 

Using predictive behavior-based technologies, which do not rely on signature updates, Anti-

Ransomware is able to identify and remediate zero-day ransomware and restore any data 

or files encrypted during an attack almost immediately, minimizing business disruption. 

Check Point SandBlast utilizes a multi-layered architecture to provide a comprehensive 

solution in the fight against ransomware.

Next Read  
Ransomware: A New Approach to Identifying, Blocking and Real-Time Remediation

More Information  
SandBlast Agent

¹ Source: Ransomware Protection: Five Best Practices Harden Your Defenses Now For This Growing Threat. Chris 
Sherman and Salvatore Schiano, July 27, 2017. 

² Source: 2017 Ransomware Defense Survey: The Enterprise Strikes Back. SMG Information Security Media Group and 
Check Point Software Technologies LTD. 

³ Source: 2017 Ransomware Defense Survey: The Enterprise Strikes Back. SMG Information Security Media Group and 
Check Point Software Technologies LTD.  
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